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ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

ARCANE WONDERS
AQUATICA: COLD WATERS EXPANSION

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 255.....................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

25TH CENTURY GAMES
ON THE ROCKS

FOUR GARDENS

The goal of Four Gardens is to accumulate
the most points on the score board by
completing landscape cards and finishing
sets. Each finished set creates a panoramic
view of a garden, and these sets are called
(no surprise) “panoramas’. Players can
finish panoramas by first laying groundwork
cards, acquiring resources by turning the 3D
pagoda, and allocating those resources to
satisfy the requirements of each groundwork
card. Once satisfied, a groundwork card
becomes a landscape card. Multiple
landscape cards laid in the correct order
create a panorama. Each God has their own
satisfaction meter which expresses their goodwill towards the gardens and their builders.
Players try to please the Gods by completing landscape cards and finishing panoramas.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
AWG AW08FG	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

FURNACE

Furnace is an engine-building Eurogame in which
players take on the roles of 19th-century capitalists
building their industrial corporations and aspiring
to make as much money as they can by purchasing
companies, extracting resources, and processing
them in the best combinations possible. Furnace
also includes capitalist cards that contain unique
effects, and if you want, you can choose to deal
one out to each player at the start of the game. For
an additional challenge, you can require players
to create a “production chain’, with each newly
acquired company card being placed somewhere in
that chain and locked in position for the remainder
of the game. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
AWG AW08FN....................................... $34.99

ALLEY CAT GAMES
DICE HOSPITAL: COMMUNITY
CARE EXPANSION

Dice Hospital: Community care is the new box
with 3 expansions for the original game: Dice
Hospital. Containing: The city expansion, the
maternity expansion and the improvements
expansions. The City Expansion: The intake
phase is now replaced by a set of city tiles
where players use their ambulances and
paramedic tokens to collect patients. The
Maternity Expansion: This expansion includes
normal sized pink mother dice and smaller
pink baby dice! The Improvements expansion:
This expansion allows for almost unlimited
customization! This expansion vastly increases
the crunchiness of the game and is for players
who have played the original game “wanting more’. Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
ACG 410015	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $44.99

APE GAMES
ISLAND SIEGE

Return to the high seas with the second
edition of this APE Games classic. Build
forts using the choicest stone, then have
your colonists construct ships and buildings
to improve your settlement. Send your fleet
to destroy your opponents! Scheduled to
ship in February 2021.
APE 1310....................................$30.00

SHERLOCK 13

Sherlock Holmes, John Watson, James
Moriarty, Irene Adler, and other notorious
characters have become the prime
suspects of a serious crime! One of them
is undoubtedly the criminal - but whom?
Surely, with even Sherlock as a suspect,
no one can be trusted! You must solve the
case alone, deducing the true criminal
with logic and wit. Hurry! For your fellow
suspicious investigators are attempting to
do the same!
AWG AW07SL............................$17.99
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In On The Rocks, players select 3-4 drink
orders for each of the three rounds. Players
then roll the dice and draft that number of
marbles from the shaker bag. They then
place the marbles in the centralized mixing
area jiggers one at a time clockwise,
then select one bowl. They then place all
ingredients on their player board based off
the recipe cards. The first player to complete
all three orders will call “Last Call’, triggering
the endgame, with all players having one
remaining chance to complete their final
orders. Players add up their final score based
off the drinks completed and tips earned,
with an additional tip for completing all orders. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
CGG 14000	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $44.99

GAMES

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #255

The waters of Aquatica has been prospering
for centuries. But one day everything
changed...Cold waters of the North Ocean
rushed into warm waters of Aquatica
because of underwater volcanoes eruptions.
Immediate and strong climate changes
brought unexpected consequences. Even
4 brave Sea-Kings, who started a fight for
the Crown of Aquatica, didn’t even pay
attention to reports about weird creatures in
the outskirts of the Empire... And so The Polar
Invasion begins! The expansion Aquatica:
Cold Waters consists of several modules. It
includes all necessary components for the fifth
player, which can be used with the basic game, but also brings new type of locations, new
cards of Oceans creatures, and alternative mechanic, replacing the goal-track in the basic
game. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AWG TBA1	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
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AVALANCHE PRESS

PANZER GRENADIER: THE BOOK OF
ARMAMENTS VOLUME ONE: THE
EASTERN FRONT

The Book of Armements is all about artillery
and related stuff, focused on the Eastern Front
games (Fire in the Steppe, South Flank, Burning
Tigers, Broken Axis, Gates of Leningrad) and
thus on the Soviet, German and Romanian
armies (including their related forces like Soviet
Guards or German Waffen SS). Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
APL 0893.......................................... $34.99

GAMES

VIRAL: THE HIVE EXPANSION

Have you conquered the body in Viral?
Are you ready to turn up the heat? The
Viral: The Hive expansion introduces
five asymmetric and highly thematic viral
factions. In this expansion, each player
starts with a new hive within the body
from which to spread their influence and
unlock new abilities for their viral faction.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
AWG TBA2......................................... PI

MAGICAL KITTIES SAVE THE DAY!
RPG: MARS COLONY

Let your kitty krew launch into a science
fiction adventure with this hometown
supplement! Troubles are tougher on the
Red Planet. Living in the first colony on the
Red Planet creates a lot of new problems for
Humans and poses truly unique challenges
for the magical kitties trying to help them!
ATG AG3116..............................$14.95

BANDAI CO.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

ATLAS GAMES

MAGICAL KITTIES SAVE THE DAY!
RPG: WILD ONES

DICE MINER

The Dwarves once lived beneath three
mighty mountains. After centuries of
war they defeated their age-old enemies
the Dragons. Moving to the surface, the
Dwarves built magnificent cities and
won renown for their heartening beer.
But now the Dragons have returned.
The Dwarves must remember their roots,
clear old tunnels, and return to ancient
caverns while fighting their primeval foes.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
ATG AG1480..............................$29.95

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
EXPANSION SET 17 SAIYAN
BOOST DISPLAY (8)

Contains: 2x Unison Warriors 4
booster packs, 1x Battle Evolution
Booster Pack, 1x Official six-sided
die, 10x New Cards (5 types, x2
each) Scheduled to ship in January
2021. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2572967.................... $143.92

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
EXPANSION SET 18
NAMEKIAN BOOST
DISPLAY (8)

Contains: 2x Unison Warriors 4
booster packs, 1x Battle Evolution
Booster Pack, 1x Official six-sided die,
10x New Cards (5 types, x2 each)
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2572968.................... $143.92

UNKNOWN ARMIES RPG 3RD
EDITION: BRING ME THE HEAD OF
THE COMTE DE SAINT-GERMAINE

MAGICAL KITTIES SAVE THE DAY!
RPG: ALIEN INVASION

The magical kitties in Happy Glade spend
their lives like kitties in any other big
city suburb. They laze in the sun, chase
mysterious red dots, and occasional thwart
alien invasions!
MAR
2021 ATG AG3114..............................$14.95
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This full-color hometown supplement takes
the magical kitties out of suburbia and into
the dark forests and vast plains where the
Wild Ones live, without any humans to
help at all!
ATG AG3115..............................$14.95

Award-winning designer Greg Stolze
returns to Unknown Armies, revealing some
of the deepest secrets of the cult favorite.
In 2003, the universe got rewritten and the
Comte de Saint-Germain arguably the most
important human to ever exist, the Once
and Future Eschaton of the Invisible Clergy
got his brain scrambled. Now the race is
on to retrieve the huge stone religious bust
in which some of his memories are locked
up. That head was dug up and stuck in a
museum in Qubec, but now there are at
least two different groups looking to steal
it, another looking to steal it from whoever
steals it first, and a fourth that would rather
the head stay right where it is. Scheduled to
ship in February 2021.
ATG AG6046..............................$19.95

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
PREMIUM PACK SET 3 DISPLAY (8)

The Dragonball Super Card Game: Vicious
Rejuvenation Premium Pack features limited exclusive
promo cards for the price of four booster packs!
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2544354...........................................$127.68

BEADLE AND GRIMM’S

CLASS-SPECIFIC
DICE SET (5E)

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

WARLOCK

BGR B&GD13..............................$20.00

DRAGON BALL SUPER:
ULTIMATE DECK DISPLAY (6)

The Dragonball Super Card Game
Ultimate Deck includes an all foil deck
for the first time ever in DBSCG history!
This is a must-have for Dragonball Super
Card Game fans! NOTE: This item is sold
to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
BAN 2548033.................... $119.94

CLASS-SPECIFIC DICE SET
(PATHFINDER)
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

ALCHEMIST

BGR B&GD01..............................$20.00

CLASS-SPECIFIC DICE SET
(PATHFINDER AND 5E)
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.

DRAGON BALL SUPER: UNISON
WARRIORS - SET 3 BOOSTER
DISPLAY (24)

The “rejuvenated” enemy force
strikes back! Mechikabura from the
Dark Empire and many more iconic
characters come back “rejuvenated”!
With the gathering of all seven shadow
dragons, Omega Shenron finally
makes its appearance! When they
come back, they come back stronger…
Characters that have “rejuvenated”
join the game along with the new skill
“Rejuvenation” bringing the battle
to a next level! This expansion will
introduce more characters from the
Dragon Ball universe! Starting from
the main characters of the Unison
Warrior Series, the Shadow Dragons,
Nuova, Rage and Oceanus Shenron
make their first appearance! NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
BAN 2544353...................... $95.76

BARBARIAN

BGR B&GD02..............................$20.00

BARD

BGR B&GD03..............................$20.00
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CLERIC

BGR B&GD04..............................$20.00

CHESSEX MANUFACTURING

DRUID

GAMES

BGR B&GD05..............................$20.00

FIGHTER

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

BGR B&GD06..............................$20.00

GAME MASTER

BGR B&GD07..............................$20.00

ROGUE

BGR B&GD11..............................$20.00

GEMINI: 16MM D6 BLACK-WHITE/PINK DICE BLOCK (12 DICE)

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
CHX 30044	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $11.98

SORCERER

BGR B&GD12..............................$20.00

NOCTURNAL/BLUE

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
NEBULA: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (36 DICE)
CHX 27957	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98
NEBULA: 16MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (12 DICE)
CHX 27757	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98
NEBULA: 30MM W/PIPS LUMINARY D6 DICE
CHX DN3057	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
NEBULA: LUMINARY SET OF TEN LUMINARY D10s
CHX 27357	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98
NEBULA: POLYHEDRAL LUMINARY 7-DIE SET
CHX 27557	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98

WIZARD

BGR B&GD14..............................$20.00

OCEANIC/GOLD
MONK

BGR B&GD08..............................$20.00

ROLL INISH! INITIATIVE
BEAN BAG SET

SA fun and simple way to track initiative
at the gaming table. Compatible with
almost all RPG systems including 5e and
Pathfinder. Comes in it’s own carrying
bag. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
BGR B&GA01..............................$20.00

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
NEBULA: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (36 DICE)
CHX 27956	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98
NEBULA: 16MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (12 DICE)
CHX 27756	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98
NEBULA: 30MM W/PIPS LUMINARY D6 DICE
CHX DN3056	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
NEBULA: LUMINARY SET OF TEN LUMINARY D10S
CHX 27356	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98
NEBULA: POLYHEDRAL LUMINARY 7-DIE SET
CHX 27556	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98

BLUE PANTHER

PALADIN

BGR B&GD09..............................$20.00

PRIMARY/BLUE

CENTAUR DICE TRAY
MAR
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RANGER

BGR B&GD10..............................$20.00

Featuring the stunning artwork of ChAZ,
this Centaur themed dicetray will have you
rolling your dice in style. Made of 3mm
thick Birch Ply, the dice tray is portable,
durable, and easy to assemble. Scheduled
to ship in February 2021.
BPN 2023...................................$19.95

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
NEBULA: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (36 DICE)
CHX 27959	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98
NEBULA: 16MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (12 DICE)
CHX 27759	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98
NEBULA: 30MM W/PIPS LUMINARY D6 DICE
CHX DN3059	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
NEBULA: POLYHEDRAL LUMINARY 7-DIE SET
CHX 27559	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98
NEBULA: LUMINARY SET OF TEN LUMINARY D10s
CHX 27359	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98

SPRING/WHITE

RED/SILVER

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
NEBULA: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE
BLOCKS (36 DICE)
CHX 27955.................................$13.98
NEBULA: 16MM D6 LUMINARY
DICE BLOCK (12 DICE)
CHX 27755...................................$9.98
NEBULA: 30MM W/PIPS
LUMINARY D6 DICE
CHX DN3055...................................... PI
NEBULA: POLYHEDRAL
LUMINARY 7-DIE SET
CHX 27555...................................$9.98
NEBULA: LUMINARY SET
OF TEN LUMINARY D10s
CHX 27355.................................$13.98

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
NEBULA: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCKS (36 DICE)
CHX 27945	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98
NEBULA: 16MM D6 LUMINARY DICE BLOCK (12 DICE)
CHX 27745	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98
NEBULA: 30MM W/PIPS LUMINARY D6 DICE
CHX DN3045	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
NEBULA: POLYHEDRAL LUMINARY 7-DIE SET
CHX 27545	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.98
NEBULA: LUMINARY SET OF TEN LUMINARY D10S
CHX 27345	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $13.98

CORVUS BELLI

INFINITY

ARISTEIA! TRANSPARENT
DICE PACK

CVB 2CBARI49............................$11.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WISTERIA/WHITE

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
NEBULA: 12MM D6 LUMINARY DICE
BLOCKS (36 DICE)
CHX 27954.................................$13.98
NEBULA: 16MM D6 LUMINARY DICE
BLOCK (12 DICE
CHX 27754...................................$9.98
NEBULA: 30MM W/PIPS
LUMINARY D6 DICE
CHX DN3054...................................... PI
NEBULA: POLYHEDRAL
LUMINARY 7-DIE SET
CHX 27554...................................$9.98
NEBULA: LUMINARY SET
OF TEN LUMINARY D10s
CHX 27354.................................$13.98

ALEPH NAGAS (HACKER)

CVB 280867-0862......................$15.49
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CROWD GAMES

DC COMICS DBG: INJUSTICE

Two to Five players take the roles of various Insurgency and Regime parallel universe
characters to battle for dominance. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
CZE 29019	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

DEVIR GAMES

ARIADNA UXIA MCNEILL
(ASSAULT PISTOL)

CRAZY FISHING

GAMES

CVB 281113-0864......................$15.49

WINTER QUEEN

COMBINED ARMY
BOOSTER PACK BETA

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

CVB 281609-0860......................$45.49

NA2 AIDA SWANSON,
SUBMONDO SMUGGLER
(SUBMACHINE GUN)

CVB 280751-0861......................$15.49

8

DC COMICS DBG: REBIRTH SUICIDE SQUAD EXPANSION

Rebirth Story Pack 1 Suicide Squad will
be a continuation of the Rebirth of the
DC Deck-Building Game, adding more
linked Campaign Scenarios, characters to
progress, and movement between iconic
locations from the DC Universe. Scheduled
to ship in September 2021.
CZE 28999.................................$14.99

BIBLIOS: QUILL AND PARCHMENT

A “roll and write’ version of the popular
Biblios. The life of a monastic scribe is not
easy. Every day you spend long hours in
the monastery copying books, praying,
and performing tasks. Through hard work
and prayer, earn the abbots trust and
display your dedication to the pious life.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
DFG 0071...................................$25.00

NANGA PARBAT

The Sherpa people are known for their
exquisite mountaineering skills and often
used that knowledge to be effective
guides to explorers on mountaineering
expeditions. In this game, you are a
member of the Sherpa community that is
establishing base camps on Nanga Parbat
for foreign explorers. While there, you will
also trap animals for food and clothing.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
DFG 0051...................................$23.00

O-12 BOOSTER PACK BETA

CVB 282010-0863......................$40.99

THE DARK NIGHT RETURNS

CVB 285068...............................$27.59

2021

DR FINN’S GAMES

CRYPTOZOIC
ENTERTAINMENT

SALVORA TECHNOPOLE SCENERY
EXPANSION PACK

MAR

In one faraway land, there is always
winter. Once a year Winter Queen
announces a special competition for her
court sorcerers. Using enchanted crystals
they create magical ornaments and the
Queen pays for them with golden coins.
The one to collect the most coins till the
end of the competition is to become the
next Queens advisor. In the abstract family
game Winter Queen, you take on the roles
of Winter Queen’s sorcerers, creating
magical ornaments out of enchanted
crystals. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
CGA 05000................................$39.00

On a great summer morning, you head to
your favorite breakwater, hoping to enjoy
a nice and relaxing day of fishing. But the
sun barely rises over the horizon and other
fishermen already occupy your favorite
place! You accept the challenge and you
swear that you are going to surpass all the
others! Crazy Fishing is a game for two or
more fishermen who compete to catch the
biggest fish in the whole sea. Try to catch
more and bigger fish than other players, to
be the player with the most points, wins the
game. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
DVR DEVCRAZYFISHING	������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

Frank Miller’s iconic The Dark Knight
Returns comic comes to life in your hands,
as you take on the role of the Caped
Crusader and journey through one of the
most popular Batman stories ever told in
this challenging and immersive single
player strategy board game. Scheduled to
ship in September 2021.
REGULAR EDITION
CZE TBD1............................................ PI
DELUXE EDITION
CZE TBD2............................................ PI

THE BUTTERFLY GARDEN
2ND EDITION

MINING COLONY

Your home world is running low on
resources. To survive, you send teams of
workers to a nearby resource-rich planet,
but one with a harsh and inhospitable
environment. Will your teams outperform
the others to build the best mining colony?
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
DFG 0041...................................$25.00

Help save endangered butterflies!
Construction projects in your city are
disrupting the natural butterfly habitat.
Capture butterflies and deliver them
to protected butterfly gardens in local
zoos, botanical gardens, and museums.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
DFG 0061...................................$23.00

FAÇADE GAMES

The dreaded Black Death has descended upon the town of Bristol. You are racing down the
streets, desperate to escape into the safety of the countryside. If your cart is the first out of town
you and your cart-mates win! Or do you? Some villagers on your cart may secretly already
have the plague. If you leave town with a plagued villager on your cart, you will catch the
plague and lose! What will you do to make sure that doesn’t happen? Bristol 1350 is a light
strategy and social deduction game for 1-9 players. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
FCD BRS1001	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $24.99

GAMES

BRISTOL 1350

FINAL FRONTIER GAMES

In Drawn to Adventure, you and up to
three other adventurers will embark on an
epic journey across the Five Realms, where
you can use your skills and abilities to slay
monsters and complete quests. You will
have the chance to earn many rewards,
such as mana to activate special powers;
experience to level up your character;
andof courseglorious treasure! Drawn
to Adventure is a campaign-driven, roll&-write game. So grab your mighty pen
and come along; fame and fortune await
those who are truly Drawn to Adventure!
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
FFN 5007....................................$29.00

MERCHANTS COVE

Welcome ashore! Merchants Cove is a
highly asymmetrical eurogame where
each player assumes the role of a different
fantasy merchant with a unique shop.
The merchants contend to sell their goods
to the arriving adventurers at the coves
piers the most famous markets in the Five
Realms. Each player uses their own set of
role-specific components and gameplay
mechanisms to produce their goods,
increase their shops efficiency, andmost
importantly get rich! Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
FFN 5001....................................$79.00

MERCHANTS COVE:
THE DRAGON RANCHER

Dragons are the hottest steeds in demand and
you, Dwelma Draketooth, have the market
cornered. As a seventh-generation dragon
rancher, your last name is associated with the
most sought-after serpents in the 5-Realms. Do
you have what it takes to maintain the ranch and
the Draketooth Dragons pedigree? The Dragon
Rancher is a new merchant you can play as. It
is centered around a mix of bag-building and
mancala-style mechanisms, where you draw
food and drop it on your board, piece by piece.
Once food is placed, the young dragons can
follow the trailsand grow bigger with every bite!
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
FFN 5005	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $24.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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GAMES

GF9 72804	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

MERCHANTS COVE:
THE INNKEEPER

As Mr. Nasty, the infamous innkeeper, you
give customers a simple promise: a stiff
drink, soft bed, and swift kick in the pants
for those who start trouble. You won’t sell
large goods at the piers like other merchants
in town. Instead, you’ll offer room and
board to tired adventurers after the markets
close for the day. But space is limited and
customers are fussy the last thing you want
is folks yapping about a bad experience.
The Innkeeper is a new merchant you can
play as. It is centered around a speculation
game, where you try to prepare rooms for
the most common adventurers in play at the
end of each round. If you plan well and
satisfy your guests, you can yield an everincreasing income. However, if you fail,
you can expect brawls to break outwhich
can hurt your business! Scheduled to ship
in April 2021.
FFN 5003....................................$24.00

MERCHANTS COVE:
THE SECRET STASH

The Secret Stash is a treasure trove of goodies
that can be added to Merchants Cove. It
features a variety of modular expansions
you can mix and match to create fresh
experiences. It also introduces new content
for playing solo: a book of 12 thematicallydriven scenarios, and a deck of solo challenge
cards. 1 Dragon Island Festival tile - 4 Halls of
Plenty tiles - 1 Lair of Villainy tile - 5 Faction
Leader meeples - 3 3D cardboard Boats - 8
Boat setup cards - 11 Rogue cards - 8 Grey
Rogue Goods - 12 Corruption cards - 48
Townsfolk cards - 12 solo Challenge cards 36-page solo Scenarios book Scheduled to
ship in April 2021.
FFN 5002....................................$24.00

THE LEGEND OF DRIZZT COMPANIONS OF THE HALL
(4 FIGS)

GF9 71103.................................$40.00

THE LEGEND OF DRIZZT DRIZZT AND GUENHWYVAR
(2 FIGS)

GF9 71089.................................$20.00

GATE KEEPER GAMES

ECLIPSE DICE

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

MERCHANTS COVE: THE ORACLE

As Haggatha the Oracle, you deal in
fortunes for the unfortunate. Read the stars,
divine the future, and twist the fates in your
attempts to part folks from their precious
gold. Weary adventurers visit your shop in
search of hope and guidance. You offer this
through lucky charms and horoscopes, but
sometimes you need to do a little voodoo,
too. The Oracle is a new merchant you can
play as. It is centered around a roll & write
style game, with a pen, dry-erase board, and
custom dice tray. Each turn you throw a handful of runes (a coin, bone, voodoo meeple,
and dice) into a divided dish, then you record the results on your board in various ways
to perform actionsand predict the future! Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
FFN 5004	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $24.00

BROTHERHOOD

GKG E0310	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.95

GALE FORCE NINE

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

CORONA

GKG 0450	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.95

FORGOTTEN REALMS - SAVAGE FRONTIER MAP (31’ X 21’)

MAR GF9 72798	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00
2021
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DEEPEST DREAM

GKG 0380	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.95

ELF KING

GKG E0290	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.95

GAMES

GREATER THAN GAMES

KILL DOCTOR LUCKY: 24 3/4TH
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

TAK - A BEAUTIFUL GAME

Tak is a beautiful game with simple rules and
deep strategy. Two players take turns either
adding one of their pieces to the board
or moving a piece or a stack under their
control. The goal is simple: make a road of
your color connecting opposite sides of the
board. Building on classic games such as
Chess, Mancala, and Go, Tak joins a long
tradition of games that take minutes to learn
and a lifetime to master. With variable board
sizes from 3x3 to 6x6, Tak offers challenges
and excitement for players of all skill levels.
GTG TAKB-CORE.........................$59.95

IELLO

CATAPULT KINGDOMS

Two households, the Chauforts and
the Cunningfields, both alike in
dignity, in their fair kingdoms. If only
there wasn’t that ancient grudge.
Build your castle, set up your troops,
load your catapults and use your
cunning tactics to conquer the floor!
Knock down all your opponent’s
troops to win! Scheduled to ship in
March 2021.
IEL 51798.............................. $39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Welcome to Lucky Mansion, a sprawling
country estate filled with unusual weapons,
good hiding places, and craven killers.
Killers like you. The object? To kill Doctor
Lucky. The obstacles? For one thing, all
your friends would rather do it first. For
another, Doctor Lucky is aptly named.
You would think that after being stabbed,
poisoned, and poked in the eye, the old
man would be long gone. But its been
nearly 25 years since folks first started
trying to kill him, and he keeps coming
back stronger than ever. Scheduled to ship
in March 2021.
GTG KDRL-CORE.........................$39.95

KHORA

You are the ruler of a resplendent city in
Ancient Greece. It is up to you to develop
it faster and better than your opponents!
You can make many political choices
in each round: Philosophy, Legislation,
Culture, Trade, Military. That will
shape the future of your City! Optimize
your dice roll, collect taxes, send your
army colonize foreign lands, unlock
achievements, and make sure your
City will shine throughout the whole of
Greece! An intense and deep civilisation
game! Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
IEL 51751.............................. $54.99
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KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT
YU-GI-OH! TCG: JUNE 2021
SLEEVES PACK (50)

GAMES

Master the power that was lost millennia ago
with the legendary Egyptian Gods! Slifer the Sky
Dragon, Obelisk the Tormentor, and The Winged
Dragon of Ra return in unparalleled glory with
their artwork united on the June 2021 Card
Sleeves! Each pack contains 50 sleeves designed
to meet tournament regulation standards. Theres
no better way to protect your cards during a Duel!
KON 85299..............................................$3.99

LUMINARY GAMES
IVION - THE HEROCRAFTING CARD GAME (
STAND-ALONE OR EXPANSION)
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

THE KNIGHT AND THE LADY

YU-GI-OH! TCG: LIGHTNING OVERDRIVE BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

The Invoker is an inferno in human form,
spreading uncontrollable devastation in
his wake. He rips magic from the earth,
bending and abusing it to suit his singular
need: Power. The Archmage is a peerless
master of the arcane, creating and
destroying on a cosmic level. He can split
the sky with a word, or lay waste with a
dismissive wave. Play out the brutal climax
to an epic story in Ivion, an immersive 2
player experience. Craft your hero and
reach for glory!
LMG IV002KL..............................$39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Lightning Overdrive is poised to shock the Dueling world and reinvigorate not one,
but TWO beloved monsters from the worlds of the Yu-Gi-Oh! animated series! First,
Number 39: Utopia from Yu-Gi-Oh! ZEXAL gets a brand-new version of its upgraded
Number C39: Utopia Ray form! Alongside comes a new suite of supporting cards that
help you Summon Utopia as well as fetch ZW monsters and Rank-Up-Magic Spells
out of your Deck. After that, Lightning Overdrive rewinds time to Yu-Gi-Oh! 5Ds, and
introduces a new upgraded form of Akizas beloved Black Rose Dragon! NOTE: This
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85276	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$95.76

YU-GI-OH! TCG: JUNE 2021
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

Master the power that was lost millennia ago with the
legendary Egyptian Gods! Slifer the Sky Dragon, Obelisk
the Tormentor, and The Winged Dragon of Ra return in
unparalleled glory with their artwork united on the June
2021 9-Pocket Duelist Portfolio! Each Duelist Portfolio
includes 10-pages with 9 pockets per page, allowing
you to display up to a total of 180 cards! Built with a
side loading design, you will also get an extra layer of
protection for your cards. Theres no better way to show
off your collection!
KON 85303....................................................... $9.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: JUNE 2021 CARD CASE

Master the power that was lost millennia ago with
the legendary Egyptian Gods! Slifer the Sky Dragon,
Obelisk the Tormentor, and The Winged Dragon of
Ra return in unparalleled glory with their artwork
united on the June 2021 Card Case! Each Card
Case can fit a full Main, Side, and Extra Deck for a
total of 70 sleeved cards. It also includes a special
divider featuring the outside design. Theres no better
way to protect your Deck while youre on the go!
KON 85301................................................$4.99

THE HOUND AND THE HARE

The Saint has no need to hide behind dirty
tactics, illusions, or other such indignities.
He wades justly into battle, wielding
a greatsword forged of holy light. The
Illusionist toys with those around her,
dragging them further and further from
what they know to be real. Against her
there is no room for doubt, and any falter
of sanity could prove lethal. Play out the
brutal climax to an epic story in Ivion, an
immersive 2 player experience. Craft your
hero and reach for glory!
LMG IV002HH.............................$39.99

THE SUN AND THE STARS

The Errant fights with the intensity and
recklessness of a warrior whose name is not
yet etched in history. Though he is an honored
knight, he knows that fighting is not some
sanctimonious ritual, but a bloody, violent
affair. The Enchantress uses her apostate
magic to make fools of the most disciplined
of minds. Her lips are poison; her smile a
spider’s web. She has reduced the act of
crushing wills to a touch, a glance, a whisper.
Play out the brutal climax to an epic story
in Ivion, an immersive 2 player experience.
Craft your hero and reach for glory!
LMG IV002SS..............................$39.99

MANTIC ENTERTAINMENT

TERRAINCRATE

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
JUNE 2021 GAME MAT

Master the power that was
lost millennia ago with the
legendary Egyptian Gods!
Slifer the Sky Dragon, Obelisk
the
Tormentor,
and
The
Winged Dragon of Ra return
in unparalleled glory with their
artwork united on the June
MAR 2021 Game Mat! This full-sized, rubber Game Mat is the same size as Game Mats used
2021
as prizing in various Konami sanctioned events, so it is perfect to Duel your way to the top.
Made with high-quality materials, your Dueling experience will be as smooth as possible!
14
KON 85306	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

ANCIENT COLUMNS

MGE MGTC169.............................$4.99

HOLY TOME

MGE MGTC171.............................$4.99

NOBLE’S FINERY

ROYAL THRONES

PLAZA FOUNTAIN

SACRED ALTAR

MGE MGTC174.............................$4.99

MGE MGTC173.............................$4.99

GAMES

MGE MGTC172.............................$4.99

MGE MGTC170.............................$4.99

DUNE RPG: CORE RULEBOOK

The Dune: Adventures in the Imperium
roleplaying game takes you into a far future
beyond anything you have imagined, where fear
is the mind killer so be sure to keep your wits
about you. The Imperium is a place of deadly
duels, feudal politics, and mysterious abilities,
noble Houses politic constantly for power,
influence, and vengeance in a universe where a
blade can change the fortunes of millions. Build
your House, carve your place in the universe
or rebuild an ancient lineage and fight for the
Imperial throne. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
MUH 052162.......................................$59.99

DUNE RPG: CORRINO COLLECTOR’S EDITION
CORE RULEBOOK

The Dune: Adventures in the Imperium roleplaying
game takes you into a far future beyond anything you
have imagined, where fear is the mind killer so be
sure to keep your wits about you. The Imperium is a
place of deadly duels, feudal politics, and mysterious
abilities, noble Houses politic constantly for power,
influence, and vengeance in a universe where a blade
can change the fortunes of millions. Build your House,
carve your place in the universe or rebuild an ancient
lineage and fight for the Imperial throne. Whoever you
choose to be, remember that those that control the spice
control the universe. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
MUH 052165............................................ $109.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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MONSTER FIGHT CLUB

PAIZO PUBLISHING

CYBERPUNK RED RPG

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - FISTS OF THE RUBY PHOENIX
PART 2 - READY? FIGHT! (P2)

Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

COMBAT ZONERS C

Ready? Fight! is a Pathfinder adventure for four
15th-level characters. This adventure continues
the Ruby Phoenix Tournament Adventure Path,
a three-part monthly campaign in which the
players compete in Golarions most amazing
fighting tournament. This adventure also
includes lore of the monstrous kaiju that dwell
in the worlds darkest corners, a gazetteer of
the eastern trading metropolis of Goka, and a
roster of new monsters. Scheduled to ship in
May 2021.
PZO 90167....................................... $24.99

GAMES

MFC 33014.................................$20.00

DUNE RPG: DICE SET - ARRAKIS

A beautiful set of custom dice, spot
wormsign on these sand colored dice and
bring the power of the Makers to your
Dune: Adventures in the Imperium game.
Pack contains five twenty-sided dice.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
MUH 052171..............................$19.99

GENERATION RED A

MFC 33009.................................$20.00

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT
CLASSICS - TWISTED CAVERNS

GENERATION RED B

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DUNE RPG:
GAMEMASTER’S TOOLKIT
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The Imperium is a place of mystery, and
only Shai Hulud truly understands the
shifting tides of the desert sand. Protect your
secrets with the official Dune: Adventures
in the Imperium Gamemaster’s Screen, a
high-quality multi-panel portrait format
screen that features plenty of content to
control the greatest power in the universe.
This four-panel decorated screen includes
a 32-page booklet offering all manner of
gamemaster support. The perfect way to
build your story and perhaps even your
legacy on the dunes of Arrakis. Scheduled
to ship in April 2021.
MUH 052168..............................$34.99

MFC 33010.................................$20.00

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-TILES URBAN WATERFRONT EXPANSION

ROCKERBOYS A

MFC 33011.................................$20.00

TRAUMA TEAM A

MFC 33012.................................$20.00

TRAUMA TEAM B

MFC 33013.................................$20.00

MONTE COOK GAMES

A city’s waterfront is often the heart of its
trade, and that makes it the perfect place
for smugglers and criminals to hide! FlipTiles: Urban Waterfront Expansion provides
beautifully illustrated 6 by 6 map tiles that
can be used to expand your citys waterfront
with a variety of piers, boardwalks, canals,
and lighthouses. Inside, youll find 24
richly crafted, double-sided map tiles. This
expansion set, along with Pathfinder FlipTiles: Urban Starter Set, allows you to create
sprawling city maps quickly! So, stop your
sketching and start your flipping today.
Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
PZO 4090	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

PATHFINDER RPG: PAWNS BESTIARY 3 PAWN
COLLECTION (P2)

DUNE RPG: PLAYER’S JOURNAL

Even as this thought flicked through her
mind, she was bending to seek out the
hidden message. It had to be there. The
visible note contained the code phrase
every Bene Gesserit not bound by a
School Injunction was required to give
another Bene Gesserit when conditions
demanded it: “On that path lies danger.’
Secrets are the most powerful weapons in
the Imperium. Codes and messages are
hidden among the most innocuous glance
or most casual sentence. The secrets you
learn might save your life, or your House,
so they are best kept careful track of. An
elegantly designed 160-page journal
to record your adventures on Arrakis.
Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
MUH 052167..............................$19.99

Whether your party is venturing into a maze
of twisty passages or escaping from the
creature that dragged them to the center of its
distressingly bone-strewn lair, no Game Master
wants to spend time drawing every narrow cave
tunnel and dead end. Fortunately, with Paizo’s
latest Pathfinder Flip-Mat Classics, you don’t
have to! This line of gaming maps provides
ready-to-use fantasy set pieces for the busy
Game Master. Full of beautiful details, including
a fungus-infested cave and a spiraling descent,
this double-sided map makes the perfect setting
for encounters in the dank and dark! Scheduled
to ship in May 2021.
PZO 31034	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

PTOLUS: A PLAYER’S
GUIDE TO PTOLUS

This 32-page guide is designed to introduce
you as a player to the fundamentals of
Ptolus, so that you can create and run a
character with plenty of knowledge about
the world. The city is rich enough in detail
that it’s difficult to absorb it all at once, so
keep this information handy to reference
while you play in a Ptolus campaign and
be prepared to discover that what you learn
in these pages is only the very briefest of
overviews. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
MKG 268....................................$17.99

The Pathfinder Bestiary 3 Pawn Collection
collects the monsters found in Pathfinder
Bestiary 3 and are perfect for use with
the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game or any
fantasy RPG. This collection presents
beautiful full-color images of a wide array
of new nasties, including more than 300
monsters such as dragons, clockworks,
demons, devils, hags, kami, ouroboros,
sprites, titans, valkyries, and more! Printed
on sturdy cardstock, each pawn slots
into a size-appropriate plastic base from
the Pathfinder Pawns Base Assortment,
making them easy to mix with traditional
metal or plastic miniatures. Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
PZO 1043................................. $39.99

PALLADIUM BOOKS

Whether the heroes are combing
through an interstellar shipwreck for
valuable salvage or survivors escaping
the ruins of their own demolished vessel,
no Game Master wants to spend time
drawing every hull breach and crumpled
bulkhead. Fortunately, with Paizos latest
Starfinder Flip-Mat, you don’t have to!
This line of gaming maps provides readyto-use science-fantasy set pieces for the
busy Game Master. This double-sided
map features a starship crash site and
its surroundings on one side and the
damaged interior of the starship on the
other. Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
PZO 7325...................................$14.99

RIFTS: HAMMER OF THE
FORGE VOLUME ONE THE COSMO-KNIGHT

STARFINDER RPG: GALAXY
EXPLORATION MANUAL
HARDCOVER

The worlds of infinite space are yours to
discover with the Galaxy Exploration
Manual! This all-new Starfinder rules
expansion hardcover for players and
Game Masters focuses on trailblazing,
exploration-based
play
across
an
expansive variety of unusual planets
packed with deadly dangers and thrilling
possibilities for adventure! Scheduled to
ship in May 2021.
PZO 7116...................................$39.99

RIFTS: HAMMER OF THE FORGE
VOLUME TWO - THE RECKONING

The continuing adventures of CosmoKnight Caleb Vulcan carry our hero
across space and time to be pitted against
one enemy after another. The first is
the wicked Royal Kreeghor, Geryon,
commander of the Shadowstar, a
dreadnaught rumored to carry a starslaying weapon capable of snuffing out
entire solar systems. Then Caleb must once
again face the mad Elf, Elias Harkonnen.
A soulless psychopath who quit the
Invincible Guardsmen because they did
not offer him enough opportunities to
kill people. A mad dog who relishes the
thought of adding a Cosmo-Knight to his
list of illustrious victims.
PAL 0307....................................$14.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

The fabric of space and time is torn
asunder, and Earth becomes a nexus a
gateway to countless alien worlds and
the forces of magic and the supernatural.
Thus begins the saga of Rifts. Becoming
a Cosmo-Knight is something children
across the Three Galaxies dream about.
But for Caleb Vulcan of Earth, the stories
of the Cosmic Forge are unknown. As he
teeters at a crossroads, he has no idea
what is speaking to him nor the power of
the choice he is about make. Join Caleb
on his adventures across the Megaverse,
visit Phase World and meet an eclectic
range of people from True Atlanteans
and Space Wulfen to the Kreeghor and
Cosmo-Knights.
PAL 0306....................................$13.99

GAMES

STARFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT CRASHED STARSHIP
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PEGASUS SPIELE

PENCIL FIRST GAMES

GAMES

ROCKETMEN

THE WHATNOT CABINET

MICROMACRO: CRIME CITY

Welcome to Crime City – a city with
crime lurking around every corner.
Deadly secrets, sneaky robberies and
cold-blooded murders are commonplace
around here. The local police are no
longer in control of the situation. Therefore,
your investigative skills are now required!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PSD 59060E................................$29.99

Everyone enjoys discovering small,
precious objects, but a special few have
a knack for assembling them into a true
collection. Leave your house, uncover
intriguing objects, arrange them in your
Whatnot Cabinet, and create a wonderful
collection of curiosities. Scheduled to ship
in March 2021.
PFX 1200....................................$39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

PHALANX

1941: RACE TO MOSCOW
GIANT PLAYING MAT

To help all the players to have the games
under control, Phalanx has made the
1941: Race to Moscow Giant Playing
Mat, an expansion that contains 1 giant
eco-leather playing mat, printed on one
side with enlarged playing areas for
easier gameplay. With this essential game
component, the game will always be well
organized, and all players can plan their
moves and actions with perfect knowledge
of the current game state. Scheduled to
ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA083...........................$75.00

Rocketmen, a new Phalanx game for 1-4
players, is a deck-building confrontation
of swift decision-making and tactical
choices, giving players the feel of taking
a front seat in a technologically wonderful
spectacle of space exploration. Players will
use their predictive abilities and resource
management skills to determine what kind
of endeavor would be most suitable for
reaching their final goal: paving the way
to Earth’s celestial neighbours. Players
have to plan their mission carefully, equip
their shuttles and rockets craftily, and
not hesitate when it is time to launch.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA068...........................$39.95

1941: RACE TO MOSCOW
LARGER LOCOMOTIVES

In this accessory set, Larger Locomotive
Miniatures for the Giant Playing Mat,
players will find beautiful plastic train
miniatures, produced in a high scale, to
be used with the Giant Playing Mat set,
to keep all the in-game miniatures in the
same scale. The road to Moscow is not
paved with roses, but if you use a bigger
playmat, you have to use bigger trains!
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA084...........................$35.00

ROCKETMEN: GIANT
PLAYING MAT

To help all the players to have the game
under control, Phalanx has made the
Rocketmen: Giant Playing Mat, an
accessory set that contains 1 giant
neoprene playing mat with enlarged
playing areas for an easier gameplay.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA75.............................$39.95

1941: RACE TO MOSCOW

In 1941: Race to Moscow, players take the roles of the chiefs of staff (or quartermasters)
of three massive Army Groups, formed from close to 200 divisions, aiming at three
targets in the Soviet Union: Moscow, Leningrad, and Rostov. The campaign was
planned to be swift and daring, with a goal to reach the objectives before winter.
Mud, a sticky hell which brings your tank charge to a halt; enemy forces whose defeat
will cost you not only the last bullet left in your clip but also the last droplet of fuel left
in your gas tank; and tactical dilemmas as well as meticulous calculations of how to
reroute the completely stuck railroads. These are some of the challenges players need
to overcome. Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA080	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$99.95

FIRE IN THE SKY
1941: RACE TO MOSCOW
AXIS AIRCRAFT

In this accessory set, players will find
beautiful plastic Axis airplane miniatures
that upgrade the game components,
designed to replace the related cardboard
components, included in the core game.
The road to Moscow is not paved with
roses, though a cover given by Axis
aviation can help players to achieve their
MAR
2021 goal: reaching the Soviet cities! Scheduled
to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA082...........................$49.95
20

Fire in the Sky is a two-layer game of
strategic rivalry and tactical responsiveness
set during the Pacific War, stretching from
the Pearl Harbor attack on December 7,
1941 to the obliteration of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in the atomic hellfire in August
1945. During the 16 phase-based turns,
players attempt to conduct successful
attacks on their opponent’s units, break
loose from the sea siege, or simply
outsmart their enemy so craftily that their
willingness to carry on would be crushed.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA085...........................$55.00

ROCKETMEN: MINIATURE
EXPANSION SET

Rocketmen: Miniature Expansion Set is
what you need to upgrade their presence
in the game. In this accessory set, players
will find 48 Plastic Mission miniatures
(12 per player) in 4 colors, 36 plastic
miniature bases (9 per player, clear
acrylic) to replace players’ tokens, to mark
missions that were successfully launched
and the mission points. Scheduled to ship
in March 2021.
AGS PHGA073...........................$39.95

ROCKETMEN: PLAYERS MAT SET

PLAYMONSTER

BREAK IN: AREA 51

Each title in the Break In game line
presents a collaborative experience that
begins the moment you lift the lid off the
game box. Inside, you will see a 3D shape
with graphics representing the area you
are trying to break into.In Break In: Area
51, you are an alien trying to rescue your
ship that was stolen by humans and is
being dismantled deep inside the facility.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PAT 7490....................................$22.99

DISNEY 5 SECOND RULE JUNIOR

Popular game play of 5 Second Rule,
made for kids and families! Fun questions
all about Disney! Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
PAT 7467....................................$17.99

To escape, you must first...break in! In
Break In: Chichn Itz, the year is 1833, and
your studies of the ancient Mayans have
led to clues that allude to secret pyramids
and a legendary throne. Now you’re
searching for these legendary items,
entering Chichn Itz! Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
PAT TBA2....................................$22.99

BREAK IN: ALCATRAZ

You are the outside man breaking into
Alcatraz to help a few of your buddies
escape the inescapable prison. Throughout
this collaborative experience, you must
work together to follow a series of clues
and solve puzzles to unfold multiple layers
of the game and move deeper into the
facility to find your ship! You’ll encounter
many obstacles and characters along the
way. Good luck! It’s more than a game,
it’s an experience—this game provides the
thrill and challenge of an escape room,
combined with the experience and worldimmersion of a movie! Scheduled to ship
in January 2021.
PAT 7491....................................$22.99

REIGN

Four factions of warriors battle to survive
on a doomed land that will be destroyed
piece by piece, taking its occupants with
it. Be the last one standing in a strategic
fight to survive The Final Battle Royale! The
player with the highest battle power wins
the battle. The losing piece is removed from
the Game Board. The last player with a
faction member(s) left on the Game Board
is the winner of The Final Battle Royale!
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PAT 7487....................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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GAMES

Rocketmen is the new boardgame
designed by Martin Wallace, a game
which lets the players immerse themselves
in a fast-paced race to the final frontier:
Space. Every player has to organize his
explorations managing all his tokens,
cards, and miniatures on his player mat.
To help players complete this task, Phalanx
has made the Rocketmen: Players Mat Set,
an accessory set that contains 4 neoprene
player’s mats enlarged with the areas of
launch pad and holding area. Scheduled
to ship in March 2021.
AGS PHGA074...........................$39.95
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WINDWARD

GAMES

You are a captain flying your Ship on the
skies of the gaseous planet Celus. Gain the
most notoriety by sailing the skies, hunting
crestors, fighting opponents. Whichever
player has the most notoriety points at
the end of the game is the winner. To gain
notoriety, you can trade in Crestor teeth
and gas at the trading post. Players take
turns to move their ships, take actions, use
supply cards, and battle other players.
Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
PAT 7488....................................$49.99

ZOMBIE CHASE

A fun theme for a young strategy game!
If the zombie catches you, your playing
piece transforms to a zombie! Win as a
kid OR as a zombie! Scheduled to ship in
June 2021.
PAT 7030....................................$19.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

PLAYROOM ENTERTAINMENT

KILLER BUNNIES: ANYTIME BUNDLE

This Killer Bunnies Anytime bundle will be the perfect addition to your collection! All the
expansions in this collection allow you to add on to your starter with no order to follow!
Includes the Killer Bunnies Chocolate Booster, Fantastic Booster, Caramel Swirl Booster,
and Creature Feature Booster. Scheduled to ship in January 2021.
UPE 14004	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

POKÉMON USA

POKÉMON TCG: COLLECTOR
CHEST (SPRING 2021)

MAR
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Includes 5 Pokémon TCG booster
packs, 2 foil promo cards featuring
Single Strike Tepig and Rapid Strike
Shinx, 2 cool Pokémon coins, 4
colorful sticker sheets, a mini portfolio
to store your favorite cards, a Pokémon
notepad, and a code card for the
Pokémon TCG Online.
PUI 21080844................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: VENUSAUR/
BLASTOISE VMAX BATTLE BOX

Whether you choose Venusaur VMAX
or Blastoise VMAX, youre getting a
powered-up Pokémon that can level
up your deck in awesome ways!
Enhance your collection with one of
these high-powered Pokémon, and
find helpful allies, skilled Trainers,
and other treasures in Pokémon TCG
booster packs!
PUI 29080845................................ PI

GAMES

POKÉMON TCG: FIRST PARTNER COLLECTOR’S
BINDER (DISPLAY 12)

This binder is specially designed to hold our Pokémon TCG Oversized cards! It
includes a special oversized card to begin your collection! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 29080960	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

POKÉMON TCG: FIRST PARTNER PACK (GALAR) (DISPLAY 12)

This Oversized booster includes 3 Oversized cards, one of each Galar First Partner
Pokémon and 2 regular booster packs inside! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 29080961	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
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The Pokémon TCG: Poke Ball Tin contains: 3 Pokémon TCG booster packs and 1
Pokémon coin. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
PUI 21080842	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

POKÉMON TCG: SINGLE/RAPID
STRIKE URSHIFU V BOX

Sweet little Kubfu has grown wise
and dangerous, trained in one of
the Towers of Two Fists and now
commands extraordinary power as
Single Strike Urshifu V or Rapid Strike
Urshifu V! Depending on its preferred
training method, this Pokémon V either
channels all its power into one mighty
blow that knocks aside all opposition
or unleashes a rapid flurry of strikes
to defeat is opponent! Enhance
your collection with this martial arts
Pokémon, and find helpful allies,
skilled Trainers, and other treasures in
Pokémon TCG booster packs. Strike how you like to seize a total victory!
PUI 29080843	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

RIVER HORSE

MY LITTLE PONY: TAILS
OF EQUESTRIA RPG - THE
COMPENDIUM OF EQUESTRIA

GMs can use both the Locations and GMs
Toolkit sections to help fill their Tails of
Equestria games with deep and interesting
settings, and plenty of new features
including talents and magical treasure.
Players will find new playable races,
expanding the options presented in the
Core Rulebook, The Bestiary of Equestria
and the Movie Sourcebook. Together, you
will find some great new spells and talents
to use in your adventures. Finally, you’ll
find a fully self-contained adventure: Flim, Flam, Alakazam! This can be used as a
standalone story, or as part of a longer campaign, and it’s a great opportunity to
make use of the new content presented in the rest of the Compendium! Scheduled to
ship in March 2021.
RHL RHTOE019	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$20.00
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SIRIUS DICE

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

SYNAPSES GAMES

RPG DICE SET (7)

TRANSLUCENT PURPLE RESIN

PEARL BLUE ACRYLIC

SDZ 0001-05................................$8.99

DICE BAG: MUNCHKIN UNICORNS

GAMES

SDZ 0001-03................................$8.99

PEARL CHARCOAL GREY ACRYLIC

SDZ 0001-01................................$8.99

TRANSLUCENT RED RESIN

This fancy satin-lined Dice Bag: Munchkin
Unicorns is the latest in our line of roomy
and functional dice bags. It’ll hold LOTS
of dice like more than 100! Bright fuchsia
with sweet Katie Cook unicorns and candy
and cupcakes, its just what you need to
bring a little magic to your next game
night! Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
SJG 5218....................................$11.95

SDZ 0001-04................................$8.99

TROLL LORD GAMES

MATCH 5

In Match 5, all y ou need to do is find
a common link between 2 words or
groups of words. You have 3 minutes
to use your imagination to come up
with links for each of the 10 dice
combinations. Thousands of possible
combinations! Scheduled to ship in
April 2021.
LUM MAT01EN...................... $24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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5TH EDITION ADVENTURES:
THE LOST CITY OF GAXMOOR

The Lost City of Gaxmoor includes over 200
areas of interest, 70 magical statues, scores
of NPCs, dungeons, factions of humanoids,
mercenary bands, monster lairs, and more.
Throw in the machinations of ancient gods
and the rise of a demon prince and you have
a setting that just won’t quit. Designed for
characters that range from 1st to 10th level.
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
TLG 19333....................................... $49.99

RED DRAGON INN: ALLIES - EVIL POOKY

Thanks to some drunken teleportation experiments, Pooky’s evil doppelganger has
invaded the tavern from some other nasty plane of existence. Hes here to create chaos
and mayhem, which, truth be told, makes him a lot like The Red Dragon Inn’s other
patrons. Scheduled to ship in February 2021.
SFG 035	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.95

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

MAGIC THE
GATHERING CCG

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.

STRONGHOLD GAMES

ALCOVE FLIP BOX - SNOW
ASHIOK ACCESSORIES BUNDLE
NOT ALONE:
SANCTUARY EXPANSION

UPI 18568........................................... PI

UPI 18557........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG

Scheduled to ship in February 2021.

Not Alone: Sanctuary, an expansion for
Not Alone, adds a few new elements
to the base game, such as a Sanctuary
location that gets more powerful the more
that you visit it, but which also requires
more effort to reach. The creature also
gains the ability to mutate... Scheduled to
ship in March 2021.
SHG NAS2020	�������������������������$29.99

ASHIOK PRO-BINDER 9-POCKET

UPI 18567........................................... PI

MEWTWO ALCOVE FLIP

UPI 15583........................................... PI

MEWTWO PREMIUM 9-POCKET
PRO-BINDER

UPI 15582........................................... PI

GAMES

PLAYMAT AND ARTWORK TUBE - SQUARE END CAPS

Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
UPI 15531	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

UPPER DECK ENTERTAINMENT
STARTER SET

WLG 311514001	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

WLG 312414003................................ PI

WIZARDS OF THE COAST
KEEPERS OF THE QUESTAR

Who will be the next Keeper of the Questar? Tavern tales and oracles of old have said
that mortal artistry pales in comparison to the Questar’s beauty. Now competing parties
of adventurers have formed to take on the Quest Master’s quests and become the Keepers
of the Questar. They are inviting you to embark on this journey and collect the Questar
for your very own! Traps and monsters can be exposed, but can you avoid them all?
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.
UDC 94726	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

WARLORD GAMES

BLACK POWDER: EPIC BATTLES - AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
Scheduled to ship in March 2021.

CONFEDERATE BRIGADE

WLG 312414002................................ PI

GETTYSBURG SCENERY PACK

WLG 318814001................................ PI

SCENERY PACK

WLG 318814002................................ PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: CANDLEKEEP MYSTERIES
Candlekeep Mysteries is a collection of seventeen short, stand-alone D&D
adventures designed for characters of levels 116. Each adventure begins
with the discovery of a book, and each book is the key to a door behind
which danger and glory await. These adventures can be run as one-shot
games, plugged into an existing Forgotten Realms campaign, or adapted
for other campaign settings. This book also includes a poster map of the
library fortress and detailed descriptions of Candlekeep and its inhabitants.
HARD COVER
WOC C92780000	�������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.95
ALTERNATE COVER
WOC C92790000	�������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.95
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MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: TIME SPIRAL
REMASTERED DRAFT DISPLAY (36)
Time Spiral Remastered (TSR) brings Time Spiral, Planar Chaos, and
Future Sight together into one release—a great way to experience sets
from Magic’s past for the first time or to remember old favorites. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
WOC C89170000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

WIZKIDS/NECA

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS - ADULT BLUE DRAGON PREMIUM FIGURE

The D&D Icons of the Realms: Adult Blue Dragon Premium Figure is an excellent
addition to your miniatures collection or display shelf. Sculpted with highly detailed
features and using premium paints, this blue dragon is a great foe for any adventure!
Vain and territorial, blue dragons soar through the skies over deserts, preying on
caravans and plundering herds and settlements in the verdant lands beyond the
deserts reach. Images not final Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
WZK 96033	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$69.99

JINJA

Jinja is colorful worker placement game about
the building shrines across Japan. You must
place workers at key locations around Japan
to activate one of thirteen different actions
or build at one of seven different territories.
To earn the highest honor, you must plan
your strategy, time your construction, and
be a little bit lucky. Jinja features evocative
illustrations and high-quality components,
with custom plastic miniatures representing
the shrines, painted meeples to represent the
workers, screenprinted score trackers, and a
custom multi-color Mask die.The game board
is an illustrated map of Japan divided into
territories with a limited number of temple
sites. Scheduled to ship in April 2021.
WZK 87536	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

